
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES

The Best Years of Our Lives is a American drama film directed by William Wyler, and starring Myrna Loy, Fredric March,
Dana Andrews, Teresa Wright.

Wyler have achieved some of the most beautiful and inspiring demonstrations of human fortitude that we have
had in films. Tradeshown Nov. Homer coldly tries to force away Wilma because he doesn't want her pity. And
I was burned. Wyler shows the entire marriage ceremony, all the way through, starting with Carmichael
playing the wedding march, and the lovers exchanging vows. Despite his Oscar-nominated performance,
Harold Russell was not a professional actor. Sean Penn 's father, Leo , played the uncredited part of the soldier
working as the scheduling clerk in the A. But Wyler employed remarkable visuals to make some of his points.
Al: Well, I'd say that's not too much to ask. Directed by William Wyler. While waiting for his military
transport flight, he wanders into a vast graveyard of mothballed warplanes. But all the other performances are
equally good. Fred, raised in a shack by the tracks and working as a drugstore soda jerk when he enlisted,
quickly married the sexy Marie Virginia Mayo , who has stopped writing him. Give me that much and I'm
rehabilitated he clicks his fingers like that. Homer Parrish Harold Russell was a Navy man who lost both
hands and now uses steel hooks. Fredric March won his second Best Actor award also having won in for Dr.
Fred: How long? Fred: And they're junking them This scene is heartbreaking. We didn't even have twenty
days before I went over. It would have taken uncommon genius and daring at that time to sneak a view of an
untidy or unresolved America past Goldwyn or the public. They glance at all the significant changes and how
they have fallen behind the times as they drive by: the local baseball park, kids riding a hot-rod jalopy, a hot
dog stand, a 5 and 10 Woolworth's department store, a fire station, a used car lot, a diner, and Butch Engle's
place with a new neon sign "the best joint in town" , a saloon run by Homer's uncle. Kantor's blank-verse
novel was the basis for an adapted screenplay by distinguished Pulitzer Prize winning scriptwriter Robert E.
Miniver can be considered as a companion piece to this film, from the British perspective. As they pass over
the country beneath them with a mixture of excitement and apprehension, Fred and Al talk about their
uncertain future, and their 'rehabilitative' transition and homecoming to the 'real-world' and relationships after
many years of service for their country. Wyler's Best Picture-winning Mrs. Boy, I sure would like to have a
dollar for every forward pass I threw down there. The movie's screenplay, by Robert Sherwood, moves
confidently among the problems faced by the three men; unhurried and relatively low-key, this isn't a fevered
docudrama. He won the Oscar, the only time an actor has been given two Oscars for the same role.


